**ACROSS**
1. Most apologetic as bishop, that is to say a good man (8)
6. Staunch guards on time had ambition (6)
9. Economy? It’s here in regularly chosen newspaper (6)
10. Rep’s sorted somewhere to refuel, getting coffee (8)
11. Fabulous craft shop closed early (4)
12. Irate banker becoming independent (10)
14. Form of artistic sport’s difficult – can I cede? (3,5)
16. Worked steadily, almost achieving graceful movement (4)
18. Discoloration of plant opening in spring within furrow (4)
19. Old gun with power, not second-rate performance (8)
21. With contracted bill, whine EE’s terrible mobile carrier (7,3)
22. Arm that’s to shake if meeting the Queen (4)
24. Explosive article criminal mob hid in burial place (4-4)
26. Scattered leftover sandwiches beginning to sweat (6)
27. Wanted money abroad sent back home (6)
28. Officials from Nine Elms messed up (8)

**DOWN**
2. Worry being topless will make you different (5)